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            Abstract
Reforestation and afforestation is expected to achieve a quarter of all emission reduction pledged under the Paris Agreement. Trees store carbon in biomass and soil but also alter the surface energy balance, warming or cooling the local climate. Mitigation scenarios and policies often neglect these biogeophysical (BGP) effects. Here we combine observational BGP datasets with carbon uptake or emission data to assess the end-of-century mitigation potential of forestation. Forestation and conservation of tropical forests achieve the highest climate benefit at 732.12â€‰tCO2eâ€‰haâ€“1. Higher-latitude forests warm the local winter climate, affecting 73.7% of temperate forests. Almost a third (29.8%) of forests above 56Â°â€‰N induce net winter warming if only their biomass is considered. Including soil carbon reduces the net warming area to 6.8% but comes with high uncertainty (2.9â€“42.0%). Our findings emphasize the necessity to conserve and re-establish tropical forests and consider BGP effects in policy scenarios.
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                    Fig. 1: Combined BGP and BGC mitigation potential of forestation and forest conservation.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Latitudinal dependence of the climate impact of forestation and forest conservation.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Seasonality of the BGP impact of forestation and forest conservation.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Dominance of standing forests in areas of high mitigation potential.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              The data on the combined BGC and BGP impact of forestation and forest conservation, as well as the BGP impact on its own, are available on Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5184884)39.

            

Code availability

              
              The Geospatial Data Abstraction Library v.2.4.1 and QGIS 2.18 were used with Python 3.6.5 to process and assess the described datasets. The code is available on Zenodo (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5211680)40 and GitHub (https://github.com/mikewin-climsci/BGPvBGC.git).
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Extended Data Fig. 1 Combined impact of BGP and BGC effects of forestation and forest conservation on annual climate based on a conversion of the BGP effect to a CO2 equivalent metric using the global instead of the local TCRE.
Climate impact of forestation a) of current grass-, shrub-, and cropland by a neighbouring forest and avoided deforestation of standing forests b) measured by the sum of their CO2 uptake (or avoided loss) and the CO2 equivalent of the local BGP effect induced. The CO2 equivalent of the local BGP warming or cooling response is produced by the global TCRE value in opposition to the local TCRE response used in the main manuscript. Base map adapted from GSHHG32 and GMT33.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Seasonality of the BGP impact of forestation and forest conservation based on a conversion of the BGP effect to a CO2 equivalent metric using the global instead of the local TCRE.
Fraction of the BGP impact of forestation (reforestation and afforestation) (left) and avoided deforestation (right) expressed as CO2 equivalent compared to the effect of their CO2 uptake or avoided loss in percent. The CO2 equivalent of the local BGP warming or cooling response is produced by the global mean TCRE instead of the local TCRE used in the main manuscript. Fractions are reported for the annual average response of forestation (a) and conservation (b), and the boreal winter response to forestation (c) and conservation (e), as well as the boreal summer response to forestation (d) and conservation (f). Brown colours depict areas where BGP effects oppose the BGC impact, turquoise colours are assigned to areas where the cooling effect of the carbon uptake is locally enhanced by BGP processes. Base map adapted from GSHHG32 and GMT33.
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